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Changing crime levels in cities

Cities and the Larger Context: What explains changing levels of crime?

Abstract

This study explores whether the broader context in which a city is located impacts the change in 

crime levels over the subsequent decade.  This study uses a wide range of cities (those with a 

population of at least 10,000), over a long period of time (from 1970 to 2010).  We test and find 

that although cities with larger population and those surrounded by a county with a larger 

population typically experience larger increases in crime over the subsequent decade, cities 

experiencing an increase in population during the current decade experience crime decreases.  

The study finds that cities with higher average income experience greater subsequent crime 

decreases, and those surrounded by counties with larger unemployment increases experience 

crime increases.  Higher levels of income inequality and racial/ethnic heterogeneity are 

associated with increasing crime rates, and increasing inequality and racial/ethnic heterogeneity 

in the surrounding county are associated with further increases.  Furthermore, this relationship 

has strengthened since 1970, suggesting that both scales of inequality are even more important 

from a public safety perspective.  Finally, we tested the time invariance of these relationships, 

and showed that the magnitude of the relationship between city-level inequality and increasing 

crime has increased over the study period.  

Keywords:  cities, crime, longitudinal, inequality, racial/ethnic heterogeneity. 
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Cities and the Larger Context: What explains changing levels of crime?

A rich tradition of sociological and criminological studies has focused on the relationship 

between crime rates and the social and economic environment of macro-level units such as cities

(e.g., Chamlin and Cochran 1997; Liska and Bellair 1995).  Whereas much of this research has 

focused on the relationship between key socio-demographic characteristics and levels of crime at

a single point in time in cities (Chamlin and Cochran 1997; Sampson 1987), a smaller body of 

research has explored how the economic environment and levels of crime can co-evolve (Ousey 

and Kubrin 2009; Stults and Hasbrouck 2015).  Nonetheless, a consistent feature of this literature

is an almost exclusive focus on very large geographic units such as MSAs, counties, or large 

cities, typically with at least 100,000 population.  Regardless of the size of the units of analysis, a

consistent feature of existing research is that it typically does not assess whether the larger 

context of these units has an additional effect.  

An important characteristic of existing macro-level studies is that they have almost never 

focused on how the broader metropolitan context in which cities are located might impact 

changes in crime.  That is to say, the focus is often placed either on variation in crime across 

counties or MSAs, or variation in crime across a set of large cities – in both cases omitting the 

simultaneous relationship between a city’s crime rate and the characteristics of both the city and 

the region in which it is situated.  This suggests a needed area of research given that the larger 

context of a region, and how it is changing, likely has consequences for the level of crime in 

cities within that region.  

In raising the question of the relationship between socio-demographic characteristics and 

crime rates of cities, and how the larger context may impact these levels of crime, there is an 
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Changing crime levels in cities
often implicit assumption that these relationships are time-invariant.  Crime patterns across U.S. 

cities have evolved substantially in recent decades, with a pointed emphasis on how 

suburbanization is both driven by crime, but also changes its patterns across the broader 

metropolitan region (Farley 1987; Jargowsky and Park 2009). Given that certain measures are 

capturing social processes that can strengthen or weaken over time—e.g., the relationships 

between racial/ethnic composition or income inequality and crime—it is possible that the 

relationship between some of these measures and crime rates may systematically change over a 

longer time period.  Nonetheless, existing research typically fails to test this, other than rare 

exceptions such as the classic study of Land et al. qualitatively assessing the consistency of 

measures across geographic scales and decades (Land, McCall, and Cohen 1990), or more recent

studies qualitatively comparing coefficients across decades (McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 

2013; Stansfield and Parker 2013).

We explore these questions in this study by using data on a wide range of cities (those 

with a population of at least 10,000), over a long period of time (from 1970 to 2010).  We also 

take into account the characteristics of the county in which these cities are located, and how that 

context is changing.  Furthermore, we account for possible endogeneity between some of these 

socio-demographic measures and crime rates by estimating models in which the covariates at a 

point in time are used to predict the change in crime rates over the subsequent decade (Stults and 

Hasbrouck 2015).  Finally, to account for possible macro structural shifts over this long period of

time, our analytic technique allows us to assess if these parameters have changed over this time 

period.     

Literature & Background

Change in the City along Key Socio-demographic Dimensions
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 A challenge when studying levels of crime in neighborhoods or cities is that there is 

likely endogeneity between levels of crime and key socio-demographic measures of interest: for 

example low income levels are thought to drive but also result from high crime.  For this reason, 

cross-sectional analyses that do not account for these likely feedback effects are problematic.  

Furthermore, research that studies the simultaneous change of the crime rate and the socio-

demographic characteristics of the city over some time period (e.g., in the same decade) has this 

same problem.  That is, observing that the change in certain socio-demographic characteristics is 

related to changes in crime rates does not allow for determining which is causing which.  In each

of these strategies, instrumental variables are needed to account for these feedback effects

(Paxton, Hipp, and Marquart-Pyatt 2011).  Alternative strategies sometimes employed in the 

literature use longitudinal data and predict future crime changes by using either lagged socio-

demographic measures, or by measuring socio-demographic change in the prior period.  In this 

study, we use characteristics of the city at the beginning of the decade to explain the change in 

crime over the subsequent decade.  

We are interested in how the level and change of the macro-environment of the city, and 

the broader area in which it is located, affect subsequent changes in levels of crime.  Some 

existing research has assessed what covariates are associated with the long-term trends in 

homicide across cities (McCall, Land, and Parker 2011).  Other research has used fixed effects or

random effects models to assess the contemporaneous change in covariates and crime (McCall, 

Parker, and MacDonald 2008; Phillips 2006).  We instead focus on how city characteristics at the

beginning of the decade are associated with changes in crime during the subsequent decade, and 

argue that, based on the existing literature, there are four key features of structural change that 

are important for explaining change in crime: 1) the population growth trajectory, 2) levels of 
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well-being, 3) the level of in/out migration relative to its housing stock, and 4) levels of 

socioeconomic mixing or inequality amongst residents.  

Two key measures of change are the size of the population and population growth.  On 

the one hand, the size of the population is posited to higher rates of crime (Baumer, Lauritsen, 

Rosenfeld, and Wright 1998; Hipp and Roussell 2013; Kovandzic, Vieratis, and Yeisley 1998; 

McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013; McCall, Land, and Parker 2011; Parker 2001).  This can 

occur for various reasons, including Wirth’s (1938) notion that large population cities create 

anomie for residents and therefore increase the number of offenders, or because such cities 

provide more criminal opportunities for the offenders who live there, and therefore crime rates 

are higher (Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman 1996).  On the other hand, a growing population

is characteristic of a dynamic city that is economically vibrant.  That is, people typically do not 

move to a city (or region) that is economically moribund (see, e.g. Glaeser, Kallal, Scheinkman, 

and Shleifer 1992).  The evidence is mixed, with some studies finding a positive relationship 

between changes in population and changes in homicide rates (McCall, Parker, and MacDonald 

2008) whereas others have found a negative relationship (Phillips 2006).  Furthermore, whereas 

population growth over a decade is an indicator of a city that is vibrant, the amount of population

growth over multiple decades may be a particularly robust indicator of a city’s long-term 

vibrancy.  Such long-term population growth contrasts with cities that have a stagnant population

level, or even are experiencing shrinking population.  Nonetheless, existing research has not 

considered whether such long-term population growth of a city over multiple decades has 

consequences for levels of crime.  

Hypothesis 1: Cities with more population will experience larger increases in crime

Hypothesis 2: Cities with increasing population will experience larger decreases in crime
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Whereas the consequences of population growth for crime rates are uncertain, the next 

two features we consider more directly capture economic dynamism in cities and have clearer 

theoretical implications for crime rates.  Regarding measures of well-being, scholars have 

measured this based on characteristics such as levels of growth in average income (Brueckner 

and Rosenthal 2009) or average home values (Glaeser 2008).  Some scholars have also used the 

unemployment rate, as a high unemployment rate indicates a city or region in which the number 

of available jobs is lagging behind the number of job-seeking residents, which would presumably

act as a brake on in-migration to the region and enhance mobility out of the region (Glaeser 

2008).  These measures of economic well-being, or how they are changing, should be related to 

decreases in crime rates.  A consistent finding in the literature is that places with higher average 

incomes have lower crime rates; this has been found at such varying geographic scales as blocks

(Boessen and Hipp 2015), neighborhoods (Hipp 2007; Peterson, Krivo, and Harris 2000; 

Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls 1997), cities (Beyerlein and Hipp 2005; Byrne 1986; McCall, 

Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013; Parker, Stults, and Rice 2005), and counties or MSAs (McVeigh 

2006; Phillips 2006).  However, the relationship between unemployment and crime is more 

uncertain, with some studies finding a negative relationship (Gibbs and Erickson 1976; Land, 

McCall, and Cohen 1990) and others finding a positive relationship (Beyerlein and Hipp 2005; 

Kposowa, Breault, and Harrison 1995; McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013).  As Cantor and 

Land (1985) discussed, this may be because unemployment has different short-term and long-

term effects:  a short-term negative effect on crime (due to a routine activities perspective in 

which unemployed people spend more time around their homes and therefore can thwart crimes) 

and a long-term positive effect (as economic stress causing persons to turn to crime would take a 

while to manifest itself) (Phillips 2006).  
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Hypothesis 3: Cities with higher SES will experience larger decreases in crime

A third dimension we focus on is the inward and outward flow of households at the 

housing unit level, which is another measure of the economic vibrancy of a city or region. Cities 

in which a relatively high number of households are leaving while fewer are entering will 

experience an increasing vacancy rate.  These vacancy rates indicate that the city is relatively 

undesirable and may be struggling economically.  In contrast, in a city in which residents are 

relatively satisfied with their circumstances, there will be relatively less residential movement 

out of units; a consequence is that in such cities residential stability based on the average length 

of residence will be higher, reflecting residents’ willingness and desire to remain in the city 

rather than engaging in out-migration.  Vacant units can act as crime generators (Boessen and 

Hipp 2015; Roncek 1981), and therefore it follows that cities or regions with high vacancy rates 

would be expected to have higher crime rates (Hipp 2011a).  The prototypical example of this is 

the city of Detroit in recent years, in which high vacancy rates have coincided with increasing 

crime rates (Galster 2012; Raleigh and Galster 2014).  Likewise, residential stability is posited to

increase cohesion in neighborhoods and the ability to control disorder and crime; research has 

found that neighborhoods with higher levels of residential stability typically have lower crime 

rates (Bellair 1997; Hipp 2010; Warner and Pierce 1993), and this has also scaled up to larger 

geographic units (Beyerlein and Hipp 2005; Hipp 2011a; Hipp, Bauer, Curran, and Bollen 2004).

Hypothesis 4: Cities with more residential stability will experience larger decreases in crime

Whereas the structural characteristics of cities that we have been discussing generally 

reflect economic dynamism in some fashion, the fourth structural characteristic of importance for

understanding the ecological distribution of crime concerns the economic and racial/ethnic 

mixing in a city.  Specifically, scholars have repeatedly found that areas with high levels of 
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income inequality have higher crime rates (Blau and Blau 1982; Kovandzic, Vieratis, and Yeisley

1998; McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013).  Studies have also found that larger areas with 

high levels of racial/ethnic heterogeneity have higher levels of crime (Hipp, Bauer, Curran, and 

Bollen 2004; McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013; McVeigh 2006).  Various mechanisms have

been posited for explaining these relationships.  Wirth (1938) argued that heterogeneity in a city 

leads to anomie, which would be expected to increase the number of offenders and hence crime.  

Another argument is that high levels of inequality foster enmity among the poorest residents, 

which can result in them resorting to criminal acts (Blau and Blau 1982).  In the routine activities

and crime patterning perspectives, low income residents will perceive more criminal 

opportunities given a relatively larger number of nearby residents with more income.  Social 

disorganization theory posits that higher levels of racial/ethnic heterogeneity or inequality can 

reduce the ability of residents to work together to address problems (Hipp 2007).  In the group 

threat model (Blumer 1958), members of one group perceive members of other groups as a threat

to their own resources, which can lead to more crime in locations with more racial/ethnic 

heterogeneity.  Regardless of the mechanism, inequality and racial heterogeneity are expected to 

result in more crime.  

Hypothesis 5: Cities with more inequality or racial/ethnic heterogeneity will experience larger 

increases in crime

What is a City?

Although a number of studies have explored the general question of why some cities have

higher rates of crime than others, or why some cities experience greater increases, a surprising 

lacuna in this literature is how to define a city?  Peterson (1981) describes how “city borders are 

not economic borders,” emphasizing that while a city government can use zoning to control to a 
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certain extent the activities that take place within its borders, a regional economy and labor 

market are often a more substantive economic unit that matters for individuals.  In particular, 

suburbanization and municipal fragmentation have, since the middle of the 20th century, 

gradually changed the meaning of what a city or a region is (Carruthers 2003; Judd and 

Swanstrom 2008).  Furthermore, most crime research focuses on a very small subset of cities—

generally very large cities that have at least 100,000 population (Liska and Bellair 1995; McCall,

Land, and Parker 2011; McCall, Parker, and MacDonald 2008; Shihadeh and Ousey 1996; 

Stansfield and Parker 2013)—with the effect being that smaller metropolitan regions or suburbs 

of large central cities are often omitted.  This approach avoids the question of how to define a 

city but instead raises the problem of a sample that does not necessarily generalize to all cities.  

For one thing, very large cities may have important structural differences from mid-sized and 

smaller cities, and therefore presuming that the ecological processes observed operate similarly 

over all sized cities may not be justified.  Another issue is that for a city to be very large, it is 

typically going to be an older city—and sometimes much older—that is therefore more 

established.  Such cities may have older industries or other characteristics that may make them 

fundamentally different from new cities.  All these considerations imply that simply focusing on 

one very small subset of cities—very large cities—may not be advisable for better understanding

ecological processes.  We therefore study a broader range of city sizes.  

Impact of the Larger Context and how it is Changing

Is what’s good for a city good for the region?  While the responsibility of social programs

like Medicaid or public housing sometimes falls to county-level governments, cities themselves 

are the main local policymaking entities and are more likely to share spatial boundaries as well 

as financing mechanisms with police departments themselves.  Tiebout (1956) describes an 
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efficient sorting mechanism whereby residents self-select into cities that match their preference 

for levels of public service.  His system of cities might be described as a uniformly suburban 

landscape, i.e. very different from  a  large central city that stands out from surrounding 

municipalities.  A notable shortcoming of Tiebout’s model is that cities also exist in a regional 

context whereby some services, amenities, and disamenities occur at the regional scale.  Peterson

(1981) in particular notes that “economic borders are not city borders” which can lead to 

bifurcated objectives between city and county or regional governments.  For example, cities can 

restrict industrial or commercial land uses within their borders in order to mitigate negative 

externalities, though residents can still commute to them for work.  Similarly, poverty alleviation

programs may not be considered efficient expenditures for cities though they may bring well-

being to the region.  

A natural extension of this lies in the study of crime.  The “suburban exodus” reorganized

space in US metropolitan regions beginning in the middle of the twentieth century (Judd and 

Swanstrom 2008; Teaford 1979), one principal reason being increasing crime rates in central 

cities. Municipal incorporation became a mechanism to formalize separation between upper-

status residents who desired spatial and fiscal separation from blight, crime, or unwanted groups.

Central cities became “the receptacles for public service functions that suburbs did not want to 

support” (Wood 1958).  The historical trajectory and even formation of cities – which are the 

units of analysis in this paper – are largely a reaction to social outcomes including crime.  Since 

it can be argued that a labor market area – and its economic integration – is a more natural or 

exogenous delineation of urban space, this paper’s approach of separating the city-level and 

county-level contextual effects can help to understand the relationship between a city and its 

larger context.  
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Extant literature has considered some facets of the relationship between suburbanization 

and crime patterns.  Mills and Price (1984) suggest that racial composition rather than crime is a 

strong driver of suburbanization, while Farley (1987) finds that even controlling for 

socioeconomic conditions, more suburbanized metropolitan areas have higher crime rates in their

central cities and Shihadeh and Ousey (1996) link this relationship closely to the undermining of 

central-city black communities.  Jargowsky and Park (2009) go further in linking aggregated 

measures of suburbanization to metropolitan, not just central city crime.  

However, the dichotomy offered by central city/suburbs is increasingly a deficient 

conceptualization of modern urban regions.  Studies of polycentric employment (Giuliano and 

Small 1991) and so-called “Edge Cities” (Garreau 1991) challenge the relevance of a central job 

or population center, while the suburbanization of racial minorities and lower-income 

populations (Ehrenhalt 2012)– typically conceived of as existing in the “city center” in some 

fashion – further weakens the relevance of studies operating in this binary.  While the focus of 

this paper is not specifically suburbanization’s relationship with crime, our analysis of cities as 

discrete entities existing within metropolitan regions is more realistic as suburbs proliferate and 

municipal incorporation continues, in both mature and new metropolitan regions.  In other 

words, rather than asking how suburbanization is driven by central city crime rates, we analyze 

each city’s level of crime within its own socioeconomic context and that its metropolitan area. 

The question addressed here is what impact, if any, this larger context has on how crime 

changes within the cities located in this broader context.  One manner in which this can differ 

depends on the relative population density of this broader context:  a city that is surrounded by a 

relatively rural environment may differ in levels of crime compared to a city that is situated 

within a larger urban area, even if the two cities appear similar based on socio-demographic 
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characteristics.  Another manner in which cities can differ depends on the socio-economic 

characteristics of the broader environment, and how they are changing.  Two cities both situated 

in relatively urban environments may have their crime levels impacted differently depending on 

what changes are occurring in the broader social context surrounding them.  

To demonstrate how the city and its broader context may or may not move in parallel, 

Figure 1 presents stylized examples of four city-county pairs based on the population growth rate

of the city and the county from 2000-2010.  Florence, Arizona, on the far outskirts of the Phoenix

metropolitan area, is a high growth city in a high growth county, while Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

is a shrinking city in a shrinking county.  Cities and counties can also display opposite trends: 

North Royalton, Ohio, just outside of Cleveland, is a high growth city in a shrinking county, 

whereas Grand Haven, on Michigan’s western lakeshore, is a shrinking city in a high growth 

county.  Our analyses will assess the relationship between these different patterns and city crime 

rates over time. 

<<<Figure 1 about here>>>

For these reasons, the characteristics of the larger context of the county and how they are 

changing may have consequences for levels of crime within its cities.  The same four dimensions

that we earlier discussed regarding the city context are arguably also important when measured 

in the larger context.  These measures also likely contain the same possibly dual meanings as 

those at the city level, in that they can in part reflect the economic vibrancy of the metropolitan 

region, but can also have crime-specific implications.  Thus, increasing levels of population in 

the larger county indicate a vibrant region, but they also indicate more potential offenders that 

might impact crime rates within cities in the region.  An increasing unemployment rate indicates 

a lack of economic vibrancy, and also indicates potential offenders due to economic stress on 
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inhabitants.  And whereas income inequality and racial/ethnic heterogeneity are posited to impact

crime rates, an open research question is the proper scale at which these operate.  If it is only the 

level of inequality and heterogeneity within a city that matters for levels of crime, then 

measuring these constructs at the larger region level will have no relationship with city-level 

crime rates.  On the other hand, existing theory is not clear on the proper scale at which 

inequality and heterogeneity operate, and therefore we test here whether higher levels of these 

types of mixing at the broader geographic scale impact levels of crime within individual cities in 

the region controlling for levels of inequality and heterogeneity within the cities.  

Hypothesis 6: The larger context of the county will impact crime in the same fashion as the 

characteristics of the city

Change in these processes over 40 years

A final consideration that we address here is whether the strength of these relationships 

are stable over a long study period of 40 years.  That is, whereas studies often estimate a model 

using data from a single point in time, or data over a single decade, a question is whether the 

relationships of these various structural characteristics with changing levels of crime are indeed 

invariant over time.  On the one hand, a perspective that desires to detect scientific regularity

(Kuhn 1970) would expect the coefficients for these various measures to remain constant over 

decades.  Indeed, the classic study of Land et al. (Land, McCall, and Cohen 1990) not only 

compared the consistency of measures across geographic scales, but also qualitatively assessed 

their consistency across three decades and found relative consistency.  A replication study found 

general consistency, although the effect of concentrated disadvantage appeared to decrease

(McCall, Land, and Parker 2010).  More recent studies have also qualitatively compared 

coefficients across decades, but their results qualitatively detected differences across decades
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(McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013; Stansfield and Parker 2013).  On the other hand, given 

that these measures capture social characteristics, there is at least the possibility that the social 

meaning of these measures, and therefore their relationships with crime rates, may change over 

time.  This is particularly relevant given changing perspectives on inner-city crime rates over our 

study period, 1980-2010.  For example, whereas studies have found that higher levels of 

racial/ethnic heterogeneity or racial minorities are associated with higher levels of crime or 

greater increases in crime (Hipp 2011a; McVeigh 2006), a question is whether this relationship is

weakening or strengthening over time, and one study showed suggestive evidence that it may be 

decreasing (McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013).  Likewise, the increasing levels of 

inequality in the country raise the question of whether the relationship between inequality and 

crime is also changing over this period.  And given the changing patterns in population density 

given various smart growth and New Urbanism perspectives, we will address whether the 

relationship between levels of population and crime has changed.  In this study, we address these 

possibilities by testing whether the coefficients for our structural measures of interest 

demonstrate a linear change in magnitude over the four decades of the study period, which 

allows us to explicitly test for changes over time.   

Hypothesis 7: The coefficients for the models will remain invariant over the study period

Data and methods

Data

We use data for all cities in the U.S. over the period from 1970 to 2010 in each year in 

which they have at least 10,000 population in a particular year and reported crime data to the 

Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program.  The FBI’s UCR program provides data on crime 
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events reported by police agencies across the U.S.  The socio-demographic data come from the 

1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000 U.S. Census and the American Community Survey (2008-2012 5-

year estimates).  The data is stacked long such that each observation is a city decadal point.  

Given that our outcome measure is the change in crime over the decade, there are four decades of

change in our data.  There are therefore four observations for each city that was present at all five

waves (that is, the city existed in the UCR data as a police agency reporting crime and had at 

least 10,000 population in a given year).  

Given the social and spatial evolution of a city over time, defining a “city” over a long 

time period becomes complicated.  A straightforward approach would use the date of 

incorporation to indicate when a city comes into existence.  However, a limitation is that a 

geographic area can sometimes function in a manner similar to a city for a relatively long period 

of time without actually incorporating.  The US Census Bureau’s “Census-Designated Place” 

represents an effort to define a unit that is city-like without incorporation; however, its function 

is fundamentally different since it is not likely to have powers of home rule, taxation, or in some 

cases a police department similar to its incorporated counterparts. At the other extreme, some 

cities incorporate very early in the growth process when they have a very small population and in

some instances will remain very small.  Thus, a researcher could possibly make the peculiar 

decision of excluding a relatively large populated area that is not incorporated from an analysis, 

but including a very small area that is in fact incorporated.  Given that much of the literature 

considering cities typically considers them to be ecological units of at least some particular size, 

we argue that using a particular population cutoff value is the most justifiable approach.  We 

therefore include both incorporated cities as well as census designated places that reported crime 

data to the Uniform Crime Reporting program.  We use a 10,000 population cutoff, given that 
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this matches the value used by the Census for cities worth listing their demographic information 

through much of the 20th century, and because we believe that a city should contain at least two 

neighborhoods (i.e., census tracts are typically about 4,000 population).  By using all cities we 

capture a wider range of types of cities than most existing research.  For example, in 2010 the 

Census reported 279 cities with at least 100,000 population, but over ten times as many (2,923) 

with at least 10,000 population.  Studies have rarely used smaller cities: one studied the pattern 

of homicide in a broad sample of cities (McCall, Land, Dollar, and Parker 2013), another focused

on cities in 14 recently developing areas (Hipp 2011a) and another focused on seasonal patterns 

in crime (Hipp, Bauer, Curran, and Bollen 2004).  Notably, none of these took into account the 

broader area around these cities.

Dependent variable

The outcome variable is the change in the crime rate (logged) over the decade.  We 

constructed measures of each of the six Part 1 crimes:  aggravated assaults; robberies; homicides;

burglaries; motor vehicle thefts; and larcenies.  We computed the average number of crimes over 

the three-year period at each decadal point and the two years surrounding it.  We log transform 

these variables, and then compute the difference over the decade.  

Independent variables

City-level variables  

We included several city-level variables, all measured at the beginning of the decade.  

First, we directly account for the population (logged) of the city. We account for the long-term 

population growth of the city with a measure of the change in city population since 1950, 

measured as 
( popt−pop50)

pop50

, where popt is the population in the current year and pop50 is the 
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population in 1950.  We capture the economic vibrancy of a city with measures of the average 

household income (logged), and the unemployment rate.  To capture city vibrancy based on 

change at the housing unit level, we included two measures:  residential stability (the average 

length of residence) and the percent occupied units.  The fourth dimension we measure is racial 

and economic mixing, which is measured as the levels of inequality or racial heterogeneity in a 

city.  We constructed a measure of income inequality (based on the Gini coefficient)1, and a 

measure of racial/ethnic heterogeneity (based on a Herfindahl index of five racial/ethnic groups: 

percent white, black, Asian, Latino, and other race).  

We also included city-level control variables to minimize the possibility of obtaining 

spurious results.  We accounted for the presence of racial/ethnic minorities with measures of 

percent black and percent Latino.  Given the rich body of research focusing on the potential role 

of immigrants in crime levels, we included a measure of percent immigrants.  Finally, we 

account for the percent of the population in the prime crime-prone ages by including a measure 

of the percent aged 16 to 29.  

County-level variables

We accounted for the same four dimensions at the county-level.  We capture the level of 

population in the area by including a measure of the county population.  We capture the 

economic vibrancy with a measure of the unemployment rate.  We measure turnover at the 

housing unit level with the percent occupied units.  We capture income and racial/ethnic mixing 

with measures of income inequality and racial/ethnic heterogeneity that are constructed similarly

to the city-level ones.  

Change at the city- or county-level variables

1 Given that the Census data are reported in income bins, we compute the Gini coefficient using the prln04.exe 
program provided by Francois Nielsen at the following website:  http://www.unc.edu/~nielsen/data/data.htm.  
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We included several measures that capture change in various characteristics of the county

during the same decade.  Although potential endogeneity issues can be introduced by including 

measures of the socio-demographic change in the city during the same decade, there is less 

reason to expect such issues when including measures of the socio-demographic change of the 

broader county during the same decade.  We included measures of change at the county level 

during the current decade in five measures capturing our four dimensions: change in population, 

change in unemployment rate, change in percent occupied units, change in income inequality, 

and change in racial/ethnic heterogeneity.  Finally, we included a single measure of 

simultaneous change at the city level as the change in city population during the decade to 

capture the possibility that large increases in city population can impact the level of crime.2  The 

summary statistics for the variables included in the analyses are shown in Table 1. In our study, 

51% of the cities appear in all four waves, 13.5% appear in three waves, 18.9% appear in two 

waves, and 16.6% appear in one wave.  

<<<Table 1 about here>>>

Analytical Methods

Given that the data are stacked long such that there are up to four observations for each 

city, as well as the fact that cities are nested within counties, we estimated three-level linear 

multilevel models (decades nested in cities nested in counties).  We constructed our outcome 

variables as the change in the logged crime rate over the decade, which exhibited a normal 

distribution allowing use of a linear multilevel model.  Note that a Poisson model is not 

appropriate given that there can be negative values for cities in which the number of crime events

decreased over the decade.  The models also include a variable that captures time as a linear 

2 There may be concern that this measure is endogenous to crime.  We therefore estimated ancillary models that did 
not include this variable, and the pattern of results was very similar.  
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variable measured in years (this variable is centered around the mid-point of the study, thus 

observations have values of -15, -5, 5 or 15 in years 1980, 1990, 2000, or 2010 respectively).  We

tested for random parameters of our key measures over years, and allowed each that was 

statistically significant to be random.  Rather than assume that the coefficient for each variable of

interest is invariant over the waves of our study, we also included interactions of each of our 

variables with the year variable to capture possible change in the coefficient estimate over the 

study period.  Given that we only have four time points, a linear trend is more appropriate than 

more complicated functional forms.  Given how we have centered the year variable, the main 

effect of each variable is capturing the effect of the variable of interest at the mid-point of the 

study period (or the average), and the interactions capture how the parameter changes over the 

decades (for a discussion of time coding and the implications for interpreting parameters, see 

Biesanz, Deeb-Sossa, Papadakis, Bollen, and Curran 2004).  There is no evidence of 

multicollinearity in our study as the highest variance inflation factor is 4.4, well below common 

guidelines. We assessed possible influentional with Cook’s D measures, and found no evidence 

that the results are sensitive to dropping cases with the largest values.  

  

Results

Population and Growth Trajectory

The model results are displayed in Table 2, and in this section we focus on the main 

effects coefficients.  The coefficients capturing parameter change over decades will be discussed 

later.  We begin with the variables measuring the population of the city and county.  We find 

evidence that the size of the city population at the beginning of the decade consistently has a 

positive relationship with the increase in crime across the subsequent decade for all crime types.  
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This relationship is strongest for the three violent crimes, as a one standard deviation larger 

population is associated with a 12%, 10%, or 21% increase over the subsequent decade in 

aggravated assault, robbery, or homicide, respectively (for all calculations the coefficient is 

multiplied by the variable’s standard deviation: e.g., for robbery (.1094*.88)-1=.101).  And if the 

population in the county surrounding the city is larger, the city experiences, on average, 

additional increases in most crime types during the decade (with the exception of larcenies); this 

relationship is particularly strong for robberies and motor vehicle thefts as cities with a one 

standard deviation larger county population at the beginning of the decade experience increases 

of 20.5% and 11.9% in these two crime types, respectively, compared to other cities.  Note that 

the “parameter change over decades” coefficient tracks how the coefficient differs over time: we 

ignore these for now and will return to them later.  

<<<Table 2 about here>>>

We find a different effect for how population is changing.  Cities with increasing 

population during the decade experience decreases in all of these crime types, consistent with the

idea that this captures city dynamism.  A city experiencing one standard deviation greater 

population increase during the decade has a 7.2% and 4.7% greater decrease in aggravated 

assault and robbery, respectively, and about 2-4% fewer property crimes.  The long-term change 

in the city population—what we have proposed as a long-term measure of city vibrancy—also 

has a consistently negative relationship with subsequent crime rates for all types.  Cities that 

have experienced one standard deviation greater population growth since 1950 experience about 

2-3 percent lower crime increase over the subsequent decade.  In contrast, greater population 

increases in the county during the same decade is robustly associated with increasing crime 

rates.  A city in which county population is increasing one standard deviation more experiences 
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from a 5% to 9% greater increase in crime rates during the decade, holding constant the city’s 

population.  Thus, there is a distinction between the consequences of population growth of the 

city itself and that of the surrounding area:  a shrinking city situated in a growing context 

experiences the largest increases in crime.  

Residents’ material well-being

Turning to the two measures capturing the economic state of the city, we observe that 

whereas the unemployment rate has an unexpected negative relationship with certain types of 

crime, average household income has a strong negative relationship with the subsequent change 

in crime.  Cities with one standard deviation higher average household income at the beginning 

of the decade experience about 40% less aggravated assault and robbery increases than other 

cities, 20% lower larceny increase, and about 30% less increase in the other crime types.  

Surprisingly, cities with a one standard deviation higher unemployment rate actually have 

between 2.3 and 3.9% lower rates of robbery, burglary, or larceny at the end of the decade (but 

higher rates of the other crime types).  Nonetheless, these are much smaller effects than for the 

household income measure.  

We do see that our measure of the economic deprivation in the broader area—the county 

unemployment rate—is associated with greater increases in robbery, burglary, and larceny.  A 

city surrounded by a county with one standard deviation higher unemployment experiences 3% 

to 4% greater increases in these crime types.  Cities in which the economic environment in the 

broader area is worsening during the decade also experience increases in their own crime rates.  

A city in which the unemployment rate in the surrounding county is increasing one standard 

deviation greater than the mean experiences between 3% and 6% greater increases in robbery, 

burglary, and homicide.  
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Residential stability

Our two measures of residential unit stability exhibit more modest effects.  The presence 

of a higher percentage of vacant units in the city is associated with more aggravated assaults, 

homicides, and burglaries at the end of the decade (about 2 to 5% more for a one standard 

deviation increase in percent vacant units).  And greater residential stability in the city is 

associated with decreases in aggravated assaults, burglaries, and larcenies at the end of the 

decade (between 2 and 6.5% less for a one standard deviation increase), consistent with 

hypothesis 4.  

The change in the broader context also matters, as cities in which the vacancy rate is 

increasing in the surrounding county experience rising crime rates for four of the crime types 

(although the vacancy rate at the beginning of the decade has no relationship).  Cities located in 

counties in which the vacancy rate is increasing at a rate one standard deviation above the 

average during the decade experience about a 5-6% greater increase in crime rates during the 

same decade.   

Inequality and heterogeneity

The two measures of mixing—based on income and race/ethnicity—exhibit robust 

positive relationships with changes in crime.  A city with a one standard deviation higher level of

income inequality at the beginning of the decade experiences between 4 and 10% greater 

increase in all crime types except motor vehicle thefts.  Cities in which the level of inequality is 

increasing in the surrounding county experience 7% and 4% greater aggravated assault and 

homicide, respectively.  However, higher levels of income inequality in the broader area at the 

beginning of the decade do not increase crime rates in the subsequent decade beyond the effect 

of inequality in the city itself. 
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Cities with higher levels of racial/ethnic heterogeneity experience sharp increases in 

violent crime.  Cities with a one standard deviation higher level of racial/ethnic heterogeneity at 

the beginning of the decade experience an 8% greater increase in burglary by the end of the 

decade; and they experience 13%, 21%, and 22% greater increases in robbery, homicide, and 

aggravated assault, respectively.  Cities in which there is one standard deviation more 

racial/ethnic heterogeneity in the surrounding county at the beginning of the decade have 6% 

more motor vehicle thefts and 4% more homicides in the subsequent decade.  Likewise, cities in 

counties that are experiencing a greater increase in racial/ethnic heterogeneity during the decade 

also experience greater increases in crime during the same decade:  one standard deviation 

greater increase results in between 2.5% and 5.6% greater increase in all crimes except larcenies 

and aggravated assaults.

We also assessed which spatial scale had a greater effect on crime: the city and its 

characteristics, the county and its characteristics, or the joint impact of city and county 

characteristics.  To do this, we compared the explanatory power of separate models using R-

squared values:  1) a model with no variables, 2) city variables only, 3) county variables only, 

and 4) all variables (Table 3). This is done in two steps.  First we compare the increase in 

explanatory power that individually adding city variables in model (2) and county variables in 

model (3) offers.  This increased explanatory power is then compared with the increase offered 

by the full model (4), and this value is subtracted from 100% to gauge the share of explanatory 

power of the other unit of analysis, e.g. if city-level factors explain 90% of the total variance 

increase then county-level factors explain 10%, with the remaining share belonging to the joint 

effects of the city and county.  The results are shown in Table 3, and overall city-level factors 

explain more of the variation in crime than county-level factors.  The difference in impact varies 
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by crime type: city-level factors explain roughly ten times more variation than county-level 

factors for homicide, burglary, and larceny, and 2-5 times more variation than county-level 

factors for robbery and motor vehicle theft. However, the combined effect is also substantial - for

burglary and larceny, county plus joint city/county effects actually explain a majority of the 

variation in city-level crime rates.  This suggests that what happens outside a city border can 

matter even more than what is happening inside.  Alongside the consistently significant (and 

sometimes opposite results) for county-level factors, these results are even more meaningful 

since the city-level variables are direct effects (i.e. a city factor impacting city-level crime) 

whereas the county-level variables are contextual effects (county factor impacting city crime).

<<<Table 3 about here>>>

Moderating effect of the larger context characteristics 

Although we have shown that the county context has important consequences for changes

in city-level crime rates, we next asked whether the county context has a moderating effect on 

the relationship between the city-level measure and changes in crime.  For example, whereas low

population cities have lower crime rates, this advantage is considerably reduced in high 

population counties.  This pattern is shown in Figure 2a for robbery, and was similar also for 

burglary and larceny.  However, although increasing county population is associated with 

increasing crime rates, this effect is accentuated in cities with decreasing population (not shown).

This pattern was evident for all crimes except homicide and burglary.  

<<<Figure 2 about here>>>

We also found that the level of inequality and heterogeneity in the city and county exhibit

interaction effects.  Whereas cities with higher levels of racial heterogeneity have higher robbery 

rates, this effect is accentuated if it occurs in a low heterogeneity county, as shown in Figure 2b.  
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A similar pattern was detected for all crime types except homicide.  And whereas a city with low 

racial heterogeneity but in a county with decreasing racial heterogeneity has lower property 

crime rates, the same city in a county with increasing racial heterogeneity will experience larger 

increases in property crime (not shown).  The pattern was very similar for inequality: the highest 

rates of crime occur in high inequality cities located in low inequality counties (not shown).  

Are these relationships time-invariant? 

Beyond the average effects over the study period that we have just discussed, an 

advantage of our modeling strategy is that it provides insight on the extent to which parameter 

estimates have changed in a linear fashion over this time period.  Given that most parameters 

showed inconsistent, or insignificant, changes over this period, we focus here only on the ones 

that showed the most consistent parameter changes.  

One notable finding is that the positive relationships of income inequality with 

subsequent changes in crime are generally increasing over this time period.  For example, the 

coefficient for aggravated assault of .0079 captures the average relationship for a one unit 

increase in inequality over the study period, whereas the positive “parameter change over 

decades” coefficient of .0006 indicates that this effect becomes this much stronger over each year

in the study period.  Figure 3a plots the estimated coefficients at each time point for the 

relationship between city income inequality and the change in various types of crime.  As seen 

there, the parameters are increasing for all of the crime types, indicating an even stronger 

positive relationship between inequality and subsequent crime increases in more recent years.  

For motor vehicle theft, the coefficient was somewhat negative in 1980 but has become positive 

in more recent decades.  The increasing strength of the coefficient for aggravated assault is 
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particularly notable, as it has gone from effectively zero in 1980 to almost .02 in 2010 (implying 

a 13.6 percent increase for a standard deviation change in inequality).  

<<<Figure 3 about here>>>

The relationships of population in the city or the broader area with crime rates are 

generally becoming more negative over time.  The effect of changing city population over the 

decade on changes in crime in the same decade is becoming more negative over the study period 

(see Figure 3b).  Thus, growing cities are experiencing even stronger drops in crime in recent 

decades.  Likewise, the positive relationship between county population and aggravated assault, 

robbery, and burglary is weakening over the study period.  And the positive relationship for the 

growth in county population is weakening for aggravated assault and robbery over this period.  

The effect of increasing percent occupied units in counties shows a routinely weaker 

negative relationship with most crime types, as seen in Figure 3c.  Whereas in 1980 cities in 

which the percent occupied units in the county was increasing during the decade experienced 

falling crime rates for most types of crime, by 2010 this negative relationship had weakened 

considerably and even become slightly positive for certain crime types.  Thus, increasing 

vacancies in the surrounding county no longer appear to have strong negative consequences for 

cities.   

It is also the case that the effect of the economy on these crime rate changes has changed 

over time differently at various scales.  The strong negative parameter for city-level average 

household income has weakened over the study period for all crime types except motor vehicle 

theft (Figure 3d).  The stress effect of city-level unemployment has worsened over this period as 

the coefficients increased positively for robbery and burglary.  
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Finally, as shown in Figure 3e, whereas the average effect of the presence of a higher 

percentage of African Americans in a city at the beginning of the decade is associated with larger

increases in all crime types in the subsequent decade, these parameter estimates demonstrate a 

notable drop over the study period for all crime types except homicide.  Thus, the estimated 

parameter value for percent black in 2010 is just 65% or 54% the size of that in 1980 for 

aggravated assault and robbery, respectively.  The drops for the property crimes are even more 

dramatic, as the 2010 estimated parameters are 40%, 40%, and 8% the size of the 1980 

parameters for burglary, motor vehicle theft, and larceny, respectively.  Only the parameter for 

the homicide rate has slightly increased over the study period.  

Sensitivity Analyses

Given that our analytic sample is distinct from most existing research that limits their 

analyses to cities with at least 100,000 population, we assessed the sensitivity of our results by 

testing whether the results differ between large and small cities.  We assessed this by re-

estimating the models in Table 2 but including an indicator variable if a city had at least 100,000 

population, and including interactions between this measure and each socio-demographic 

variable in the model.  We then compared the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) from each of

these models to each model in Table 2 to assess if the model fit was improved.  In each case, 

nearly all of the interaction variables were nonsignificant, and the BIC preferred the simpler 

model from Table 2, indicating that there are not significant differences in the models whether 

estimated on small or large cities.3  

Discussion 

3 The BIC was smaller for the initial model for each crime type: 15491.2 vs. 16080.1 for aggravated assault, 
11867.7 vs. 12405.6 for robbery, 15126.6 vs. 15751 for homicide, 6257.9 vs. 6791.6 for burglary, 10176.6 vs. 
10715.3 for motor vehicle theft, and 5224.7 vs. 5838.1 for larceny.  
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This study has emphasized the importance of not only studying how crime rates change 

in cities, but taking into account the broader county context in which these cities are located and 

how it is changing along key dimensions.  Existing criminological research has generally not 

considered whether this broader context might matter for the cities within this context; 

nonetheless, there is considerable reason to suspect it likely does given the research on regional 

economies (Glaeser 2008), and we found that it indeed does matter.  We also extended the 

existing literature by moving beyond a focus only very large cities (with at least 100,000 

population), and studied a much wider variety of city population sizes (including all those with at

least 10,000 population).  We focused on four dimensions of the city and county context, and 

how they help in explaining changes in crime rates over the subsequent decade.  We next discuss 

the key findings. Finally, we assessed whether the parameters capturing these relationships have 

changed over the 40-year period of this study (1970-2010), and found some evidence of change.

First, we found that the level of population and how it is changing have different 

consequences for changes in crime.  Consistent with hypothesis 1, cities with larger populations 

typically experience larger increases in crime compared to smaller cities, and there is an 

additional boost in most crime types if the surrounding county has a larger population (consistent

with hypothesis 6).  Thus, the larger number of potential targets and offenders in an area does 

indeed seem related to greater increases in crime in the cities within that area (Glaeser and 

Sacerdote 1999; Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman 1996).  This implies that a broader 

population beyond that of just the city impacts city crime rates (Stults and Hasbrouck 2015).  On 

the other hand, increasing population in the city—either during the current decade or over a 

much longer period of time—is actually associated with crime decreases.  This was consistent 

with hypothesis 2 that city population growth serves as a proxy for vibrancy, and therefore may 
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be associated with less crime.  It also echoes the findings of Phillips (2006) studying homicide in

large counties in the U.S.  Notably, in our results population growth in the county was associated 

with increases in city crime; and the combination of county population growth with decreasing 

city population resulted in particularly large spikes in crime in these cities, suggesting that a 

city’s relative lack of vibrancy compared to the larger area has particularly negative 

consequences.  

Second, we found that the economic vibrancy of both the city and county mattered for 

how crime rates change over time.  A particularly robust pattern detected was that cities with the 

lowest average income at the beginning of the decade experienced the sharpest increases in crime

over the subsequent decade.  These results are consistent with a broad swath of literature 

demonstrating the relationship between economic disadvantage and crime at various spatial 

scales (Hipp and Wickes 2016; Liska, Logan, and Bellair 1998; Sampson, Raudenbush, and Earls

1997; Weisburd, Groff, and Yang 2012), and our hypothesis 3.  However, we also found that the 

economic health of the broader context impacted crime rate changes:  cities located in counties 

with higher unemployment rates at the beginning of the decade, or counties that experienced 

unemployment increases during the decade, or counties experiencing increasing vacancy rates, 

suffered from increasing levels of almost all types of crime.  Thus, consistent with hypothesis 6, 

it is not enough to simply focus on the economic context of the city itself, but rather that the 

economic context of the broader region can impact city crime levels even if the city itself is not 

suffering economic woes. 

Third, a related point is that whereas city inequality and racial/ethnic heterogeneity 

impact changing crime rates, consistent with hypothesis 5, there is an additional effect from 

inequality and heterogeneity in the broader area.  Thus, it is not enough for cities to reduce the 
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level of inequality within their own boundaries, as increasing levels of inequality in the region 

will spill over into increasing levels of violence for the city itself.  Likewise, cities within 

counties experiencing increasing levels of racial/ethnic heterogeneity experienced increasing 

levels of most crime types, regardless of the level of heterogeneity in the city itself.  Thus, it 

appears that it is not just inequality and heterogeneity at a particular scale that matters, but rather 

that their presence across multiple scales has important consequences for crime.  Furthermore, 

there were moderating effects in which a city with high inequality or high racial/ethnic 

heterogeneity experienced particularly large increases in crime if it was located in a county with 

low levels of inequality or heterogeneity.  Thus, a city’s relative level of inequality or 

heterogeneity compared to the region has consequences for how crime rates change, a possibility

that has not been explored previously in the literature. 

A final key point is that the long time period of our study allowed us to test the time 

invariance of these relationships, and whereas many of them were stable, in contradiction to 

hypothesis 7, certain ones showed distinct trends over this 40 year period (Land, McCall, and 

Cohen 1990).  We found that not only is city-level inequality at the beginning of the decade 

related to greater increases in crime over the subsequent decade, the magnitude of this 

relationship has increased over the study period.  Thus, not only are there increasing levels of 

inequality observed in the U.S. since 19704, but the positive relationship between this inequality 

and crime rates has increased as well.  The implication is that addressing inequality in 

communities appears even more important from a safety perspective.  The fact that the protective

effect of high average income in cities is also weakening over this time period may also be 

indicative of a broader scale inequality effect playing out between cities.  Thus, the benefits of 

higher average income in cities will be diminished if it results in higher inequality in the larger 

4 http://eml.berkeley.edu/~saez/TabFig2015prel.xls
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region.  And whereas we found that increasing population in a city seems to capture a particular 

dynamism of a city that is related to subsequent falling crime rates, this negative relationship is 

even more pronounced in recent decades.  This may speak to a residential mobility pattern in 

which safer cities are perceived as more attractive, resulting in population growth, which then 

translates into even lower crime rates.  Although speculative, this suggests a direction for future 

research.  

Finally, it is worth highlighting that the positive relationship between the percentage of 

the black population in the city and crime increases has weakened over the study period.  There 

are many possible explanations for this pattern, including the possibility of lessening housing 

constraints that otherwise limited African Americans to moving to the highest crime 

neighborhoods (Hipp 2011b; Xie and McDowall 2010), or the possible suburbanization of the 

black population that reduces the concentration in disadvantaged inner-city neighborhoods in 

certain cities.  Nonetheless, this is an intriguing observation worthy of additional research.   

We acknowledge some limitations to this study.  First, it would be ideal to have point-

level crime data across the entire U.S. to avoid aggregation issues.  This is of course not feasible,

and therefore we have had to trade-off using larger units of analysis (cities rather than 

neighborhoods or street segments) in order to gain more generality across all cities.  It is notable 

that even when using these larger units, we still detected important effects of the larger context 

on crime levels within these cities.  Second, we used counties as the measure of the larger area, 

which is not ideal.  We tested our same models using 2010-defined metropolitan statistical areas 

and the results were very similar, which enhances confident in our results; however, since MSA 

boundaries change between census decennials, we felt that using a consistent unit such as 

counties was more appropriate for interpreting longitudinal results.  Nonetheless, it would be 
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preferable to use a more flexible approach when aggregating to larger units in future research

(e.g., Hipp and Roussell 2013).  Third, we were not able to measure the actual proposed 

mechanisms.  Thus, similar to many other research studies, we were only able to view how 

certain socio-structural measures are related to changes in crime, and unable to explain exactly 

why such relationships exist.  

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that the spatial scale for understanding crime 

is important even when studying relatively larger units such as cities.  Not only is it important to 

explore the growth in crime rates across cities with a large range of population sizes, but this 

study demonstrated that the context of the broader region impacts levels of crime in the cities 

within a region. Although socio-economic resources are important for cities, the socio-economic 

vibrancy of the larger region also impacts crime levels within cities.  And whereas levels of 

inequality or racial/ethnic heterogeneity in a city are related to increases in crime, the level of 

inequality or heterogeneity in the broader region, and particularly how it is changing, also 

impacts levels of crime within the cities in that region.  It is clear that the socio-demographic 

context and change in the context occurring at the larger spatial scale of the region has 

consequences for the level of crime that occurs at smaller geographic scales within the region.  
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